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Application of barrier options for determining insurance premiums for agricultural
commodity prices due to lower selling prices by applying certain barrier levels. In
determining the price of insurance premiums for agricultural commodity prices such as rice,
the price is assumed to follow the Brown Geometric Motion and for the determination of the
barrier level line the researcher uses the Brown Bridge Motion so that there is a relationship
between Bridge and Barrier. In conclusion, we obtain a model to determine the number of
insurance premiums. The barrier option model approach is used to construct a fairer formula











According to McDonald (McDonald, 2013), derivative instruments can be defined as financial
instruments in the form of agreements or contracts between two parties where the opportunities or profits
are related to the underlying asset price. These basic assets can be stocks, bonds, stock indices, bond indices,
currencies, interest rates, and other financial instruments (Bursa Efek Indonesia, 2010).
An option is a derivative instrument that gives an option buyer the right (not an obligation) to buy or
put a particular asset to the option writer at a certain price (exercise price) within a certain period. If the
expiration date of the option holder does not exercise his or her rights, then the right will be lost by itself.
Thus the options it has will no longer be valuable (Higham, 2004).
According to (Fabozzi & Markowitz, 2011), the price of an option is a reflection of the intrinsic value of
the option and any additional amount over the intrinsic value. Premiums on intrinsic values are called time
values or time premiums. According to (Luenberger, 1998), the option is a right, not an obligation, to buy or
sell an asset at a certain price and at a set time. Options can be distinguished based on the time of execution
(Wilmott et al., 1995) European Option type option, which is an option that can be used only on the due date.
2) American Option, which is an option that can be used before or on the due date. Options can reduce the
risk impact by hedging, meaning that in addition to being able to buy or sell options, investors can also buy
shares of those options (Black & Scholes, 2008).
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A barrier option is an option where the payoff depends on the price of the underlying asset reaching a
certain level over a certain period. That particular level is called a barrier. A barrier can also be interpreted
as a condition or limitation that must be passed or not by the price of the underlying asset to be executed or
the ineligible of an option contract. Barrier options are especially useful in cases of erratic or highly
fluctuating stock price movements (underlying assets). Hard-to-anticipate upward and downward share
price movements are necessary to create a proportionate option price. Trading barrier options is usually
done regularly on the OTC (Over-The-Counter) market. The barrier option can be classified into two, namely
the knock-out option and the knock-in option (Hull, 2012).
One of the biggest benefits of options is being able to provide value protection (hedging) against the risk
of impairment of its underlying assets. Protection against such risks has similarities to the concept of
insurance. Insurance is one way to move and reduce the risk of adverse events. The concept of options that
in this case is the barrier option can be used as a basis to formulate insurance premiums in various fields.
One of them is in agriculture. The relationship between the barrier option and the risk protection of an
agricultural product for insurance is that the barrier option can provide a cheaper premium price because
there are price restrictions for the execution of a contract. In other words, certain conditions must be met to
be able to use the barrier option as an evaluation of an insurance claim (Nurmanaf et al., 2007).
Agriculture is one type of business whose risks and uncertainties are high. Sources of risk and
uncertainty include the socio-economic environment, especially related to input market behavior and
agricultural output, business relationship dynamics between agricultural and non-agricultural sectors, policy
inconsistencies in the field of economics, social conflict, and natural environment, especially climate, natural
disasters, or exploration of crop-disrupting organisms. This is compounded by the instability of commodity
prices of agricultural products whose movements have been very volatile in recent years. Thus allowing the
actual price of a commodity to be well below the expected price of farmers (Boer, 2012).
Based on the above background, the authors will use the application of barrier option models to protect
agricultural products to protect farmers in the event of agricultural risks, namely falling rice commodity
prices.
B. LITERATURE REVIEW
A barrier option is an option where the payoff depends on the underlying asset price reaching a certain
level over a certain period (Hull, 2012). The barrier option is one of those exotic options that is usually
traded on an over-the-counter (OTC) exchange and most of the facts are cheaper than vanilla options. Not all
exotic options have path-dependent, where the option value is monitored continuously until before the time
expires.
In this article the decline of the formula is done by taking references from (Subanar, 2013), (Bain &
Engelhardt, 1993)
1. Standard Brownian Motion
Definition 1 (Ross, 2010)
A stochastic process           with        is called brown motion standard if the process meets the
following criteria :
i) There is an increase in Gausian (normal) :
                             
ii) Independent rise :       are independent on  -algebra
                            
iii) Continuous route:      continuous on t for each .
Brown's move is a Markov process. Brown's two related processes are arithmetic Brown motion and
geometric Brownmotion.
Definition 2 (Karatzas & Shrev, 1988)
The arithmetic Brown motion process is provided by
                   (1)
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with μ and σ is constant and            is a standard Brown motion.
Definition 3 (Karatzas & Shrev, 1988)
The geometric Brownmotion process is provided by the
     퍰઻           퍰઻           (2)
with μ and σ is constant and            is a standard Brown motion.
Brown's motion will be crucial when it comes to using the Black-Scholes model. Brown's motion is often
referred to as the Wiener process. In general, the share price follows Brown Geometric's move
       퍰
           
 
    (3)
with   is a normal distributed Brown process with zero average and t variance. It appears that    is an
exponent function of   so that    lognormal distributed.
2. Motion Brown Bridge
The most important basis of this research is the property of brown bridge motion because the problem is
faced with a random process that has some limitation requirements, it will be very important to know the
probability event that the process crosses that limit. To find the probability of such an event we will
implement brown bridge ideas on barrier options.
Definition 4 (Karatzas & Shrev, 1988)
A Brown Bridge motion is a conditional Brown motion process defined as
                          (4)
with      is brown motion standard. one of the alternatives to writing the above definitions is
Definition 5 (Shreve, 2004)
Brown Bridge is a process provided by
             
   
            (5)
Result 1 :
Known conditions in      ,we can require in      , then the conditional process will be: :
                             
with      is the Brownian bridge in definition 3.1 Similarly, we can require at two          dan          .
Then the route (trajectory) of the   between the two points can be distributed as a Brown Bridge scale :
                        
    
     





             
with     is Brown Bridge proces.
Note the following example.. Suppose      is a Brown bridge process and H is a linear boundary that
connects two points        dan        ,        . The following is illustrated in Figure 1, with the process
starting at zero and being tied back to zero at t=1, with an H limit on top of that process.
Figure 1. Examples of Brown bridge motion    and Connecting Boundaries       and       .
The probability that      crosses the H boundary can be written as an equation (6)
                     , for         (6)
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Based on the above definition obtained:
                              
   
                
Suppose      
   
       
   
, so
             
probability equivalent to
          
   
                
                   untuk suatu u     
                   untuk suatu u     .
but it is known that for an arithmetic Brown process with       so
   퍰઻                   퍰઻   
     
  
        
substitution        ,        and        retrieved
                  퍰઻         
These results can be seen in Shreve dan Karatzas (1988). For example, it is now possible to find the
probability that Brown      remains below the barrier starting at        and ending         . This event is
depicted in figure 1 above, with the limit starting at level        and ending at level       .







             
To find the conditional probability of a given event         dan        ,






                               
Figure 2. Brown's motion is below the line between         and        .















               
with      is Brown Bridge, using    
    
     




       
       
       







will be equivalent to
                         , for a          
Based on conditional probability obtained
    exp               퍰઻   
 
     
                  
So for any barrier that starts in    and ends in    as long as it is known   and   , the probability of brown  
motion process not touching (crossing) a certain boundary can be searched using results. As for finding the
probability that Brown's motion will cross a certain boundary is obtained
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퍰઻     
     
                  
This equation in the motion section of Brown Bridge becomes the main tool for modeling the barrier
option in the next discussion.
C. RESEARCH METHOD
In this study used various properties of Brown's motion to create a model of agricultural insurance.
The steps taken in this study are:
1. Determining the problem, i.e. the researcher collects references related to the model that the researcher
will develop
2. Compare the references
3. See the advantages and disadvantages of references to then be developed refined
4. Designing agricultural insurance model by utilizing brown bridge motion
5. Analyze and discuss the models that have been developed
D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Standard Option Model for Agricultural Product Protection Insurance Premiums
The value of the option is able to describe an expectation value of insurance premiums in the event
of a claim insured by farmers namely:
          퍰઻            
 
 
                 퍰 
with
      = option expectation value
  = future price, target price, contract price set
   =random variable related to agricultural commodity price ( lognormal )
     = agricultural commodity probability distribution function
In this study, the price of the option can be translated as the basic premium of insurance. Agricultural
insurance is unique insurance because the payment of insurance premiums usually follows the period of
the agricultural production process itself, meaning the age of the option (time maturity) is equal to the
production period until the harvest season arrives. The harvest season is the time to evaluate whether
or not to exercise an option because the type of option used is a European model option that can only be
executed at the end of the option period. Therefore the payment (purchase) of the option premium is
made at present (the beginning of the growing season) and in the event of a claim then the coverage
process is carried out at the end of the harvest period so that the current option value (basic premium)
is
    퍰 퍰        퍰 퍰 
 
 
               
with
  = option value / price of coverage
r = risk-free interest rate
t = option life time up to execution
     = normal density function
The above likeness states the value of the current option to be paid for indemnification (claim) of
coverage in the event of future losses. Then obtained formula to determine the insurance premium
of agricultural commodity prices are:
     퍰 퍰                   (8)
2. Barrier Option Model Put Up-Out for Farm Insurance Premiums
The payoff value of the hope to find the premium value with the barrier put-out option after the
discount is written as
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    g     퍰 퍰઻  max     ઻          퍰        ઻  (4.16)
due to the put-out barrier, the price of the underlying asset (     requires it to be below barrier H level,
starting at 0 and ending at the time of option T.
More simply the barrier up-out option model to determine the basic premium of an agricultural
product in the event of a loss can be written as





























퍰    퍰      ઻
    퍰    
 
    
E. CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTION
Based on the results of research conducted obtained by the insurance premium model of commodity
prices of agricultural products is
1. Brown Bridge motion can be used for premium price modeling of barrier options that require a level
barrier to determine whether or not such options can be exercised, as standard Brown motion can be
used for standard option modeling.











More simply the barrier up-out option model to determine the basic premium of an agricultural product
in the event of a loss can be written as





























퍰    퍰      ઻
for the barrier up-out option insurance premiummodel.
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